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2019-20 exhibits
up[route]d

[create]ures

all terrain

fiber filled

The daily news delivers stories saturated in themes of chaos, 
upheaval, migration, and sorrow; from our own southern border, to 
the war in Syria, and to those who stayed behind after the Shock 
and Awe of 2003 in Iraq. These artists explore what it means to 
be displaced, watched, misunderstood, and persecuted, all while 
searching for a home that is empathetic, welcoming, and safe.

Animals have stirred and fueled the human imagination since we began 

making art over forty thousand years ago. Perhaps it is our reliance on 

them for our survival, or our reverence for their strength and beauty, or the 

knowledge that our ecological habits have caused species to go extinct. 

Regardless, our fascination hasn’t waned—the work in this exhibition 

represents our continued affection for animals both real and imagined.

We think of landscapes as an external reality. Artists often refer to their 

internal landscapes as sources of inspiration—simultaneously internal and 

external, but always fascinating, mysterious, potentially dangerous, and 

intrinsically complex. The terrain explored in this exhibition accounts for our 

deep desire to be in, as well as a part of, the landscape.

We’re dividing our exhibition space in half for two artists to create two 

large-scale site-specific installations. Each artist will have approximately 

1500 square feet to build immersive installations that incorporate and 

magnify fragments of reality into worlds of fantasy and fiction.

Becky Alley
Edward Kelley
Natalie Moore
Cintia Segovia
Krista Svalbonas
Viktor Witkowski

Dengke Chen

Jillian Dickson

Evan Kafka

Tasha Lewis

Maria Lux

PJ Mills

Hanna Vogel

Abe Abraham

Eilis Crean

Samantha Goss

Eric Kunsman

Casey McGuire

Jane Szabo

Erin Wiersma

Samuelle Green

Liz Miller

8.15 - 11.10.2019

11.21.2019 - 2.9.2020

2.20 - 5.10.2020

5.16 - 8.4.2019
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artists

artists

artists
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by the numbers
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149 artists
21 countries
29 states
18 exhibitions
from 7.1.2015 - 6.30.2019

[includes artists who currently live abroad, 
have emigrated to the United States, and/
or hold dual citizenship] [from 7.1.2018 - 6.30.2019]

[from 7.1.2018 - 6.30.2019]

grants

earned income

[from 7.1.2018 - 6.30.2019]

visitors in the last fiscal year [07.01.2018 - 06.30.2019]

budget
breakdown

37.5%

34.7%
other contributions
20%

board contributions
4.7%

foundations
3%



sponsorship 
levels

exhibit 
preview 

dates

$2500

$1000

exclusive exhibition preview receptions [dates below]

meet and greet with artists

4 tickets to the OddBall Art Party [1.30.2020]

verbal recognition during opening receptions

recognition in vinyl on our title wall per exhibition

online recognition on our website and social media

recognition on all printed material including gallery guide, activity guide, postcards, and audio tour

exclusive exhibition preview receptions [dates below]

meet and greet with artists

2 tickets to the OddBall Art Party [1.30.2020]

verbal recognition during opening receptions

recognition in vinyl on our title wall per exhibition

online recognition on our website and social media

recognition on all printed material including gallery guide, activity guide, postcards, and audio tour

preview reception 2.19.2020 @ 5:30pm

preview reception 11.20.2019 @ 5:30pm preview reception 5.20.2020 @ 5:30pm

all terrain

[create]ures fiber filled
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pledge form

thanks for supporting 
contemporary art in 
spartanburg!

Your generous contribution to our exhibitions program supports regional, national, and international emerging artists 

and makes visual art accessible to Spartanburg County and beyond!

business name

contact name

address

email address [please print clearly]

telephone number

card number

name as it appears on card

expiration date

signature

security/CVV2

city state zip

[  ] cash

[  ] $2500 [  ] $1000

commitment level [select one]

[  ] card [  ] check
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